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ABSTRACT

I REALIZED THAT I MOVED ON   
Phenomenological Study of the Meaning of “Ribawi”  
on Former Bank Employees in the X-Bank Community

There	 is	 an	X-bank	 community	with	members	 of	 former	 financial	 employees	
scattered throughout Indonesia. Fascinating to examine, especially one of X-bank’s 
activities, ‘da’wah’ through social media about ‘riba’ patterns of communication 
of the X-bank community on Instagram in creating an entrepreneurial culture, 
with Alfred Schutz’s phenomenological theory, constructivism philosophical para-
digm with qualitative phenomenological approaches. Data collection was obtained 
through in-depth interviews with ten informants consisting of the primary infor-
mants who are the core management of the Bank Indonesia community and sup-
porting	 informants,	namely	 followers	of	 IG	@X-bank.indonesia,	was	also	 carried	
out	observation	on	Instagram	account	@X-bank.Indonesia.	Based	on	the	research	
and	data	analysis	results,	there	are	several	motives	for	followers	following	the	@X-
bank.Indonesia Instagram account; through motives refer to the past (because-
motive),	including	survival,	religion,	finding	out,	studying,	bad	experiences	and	mo-
tives refer to the future (in-order-to motive), including ‘da’wah’, motivation, sharing 
experiences, ‘hijrah’,	blessed	sustenance,	and	out	of	usury.	The	typification	of	@X-
bank.Indonesia	followers	in	this	research	are,	first,	fighter	followers	(followers	who	
have resigned from banking). Second, ordinary followers (followers who are still 
working in banking). Third, common followers (followers with backgrounds outside 
banking.
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INTRODUCTION
In the new media era, Indonesians really like Instagram social media. From the total 

population of 272.1 million Indonesians, the number of Instagram users in Indonesia is 79%, 
namely 63 million people. Compared to the population of internet users in Indonesia, which 
is 175.4 million people, this proportion reaches one-third of the population (We Are Social 
& Hootsuite 2020). This means that three out of ten internet users in Indonesia use Insta-
gram. Instagram as an attractive platform is in great demand, from young people to adults, 
from individuals to groups and communities. Content on Instagram will be more interesting 
when	filled	with	trending	themes.

Trending content that is currently being discussed and is widely followed is the phe-
nomenon of hijrah which is predicted to grow and spread rapidly in cities, because this 
movement has become an urban Muslim trend dominated by millennials (Nursalikah 2020). 
One of the Instagram accounts with the theme of hijrah	 is	the	IG	@X-bank.indonesia	ac-
count	which	has	 followers	 in	 July	2020,	namely	506,000	 (five	hundred	and	six	 thousand)	
followers	(X-bank	Indonesia	2020).	IG	@X-bank.indonesia	is	managed	by	a	hijra community 
with 24,225 members registered in February 2020.

The X-Bank community was born on July 15 2017 at the initiative of El Candra, a former 
banker who has worked for a dozen years to occupy a position one level below the board 
of directors at a national bank (X-bank Indonesia 2020). The X-Bank community, which was 
founded	 by	 former	 bankers,	 is	 dominated	 by	 former	 employees	 of	 financial	 institutions	
and	employees	of	financial	institutions	who	are	passionate	and	want	to	migrate	from	the	
financial	institution.	The	content	in	the	X-bank	Indonesia	Instagram	account	is	in	the	form	
of photos and videos of preaching about the dangers of usury and the experience of fol-
lowers	in	carrying	out	activities	after	leaving	a	financial	institution,	one	of	which	is	entre-
preneurship.  By looking at the content of the X-bank.indonesia Instagram account, one of 
the X-bank community activities, namely preaching through social media about ‘riba’, and 
an interesting thing for researchers to research is how the communication pattern of the 
X-bank community on Instagram in creating an entrepreneurial culture.

Literature Review 
According to Schutz, humans are social creatures, so awareness of the everyday world 

is social awareness. People must understand each other and act in the same reality. So, there 
is mutual acceptance, understanding based on experience and a shared characterization of 
the	common	world.	Through	this	typification,	people	learn	to	adapt	to	the	wider	world,	by	
also seeing ourselves as people who play a role in typical situations (Engkus 2009). This typi-
fication	lasts	throughout	human	life.	The	type	of	typification	depends	on	the	person	who	
made it so that we can know the type of actor, the type of action, the type of social person-
ality,	etc.	For	Schutz,	this	type	of	typification	is	based	on	the	same	goals,	but	in	a	structure	
that is relevant to the research objectives. 

Putra and Febrina (2019) in their research found the type of someone who follows or 
becomes a follower on Instagram in inspiring photos of children on Instagram. Likewise 
with	X-bank	Indonesia’s	followers	on	Instagram,	they	have	different	types.	In	this	study,	the	
types in this study are Fighter Followers (followers who have resigned from banking), sec-
ond Ordinary Followers (followers who are still working in banking), and the third Common 
Followers	(followers	with	a	background	outside	of	banking).	The	different	typifications	of	
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X-bank	Indonesia’s	followers	on	Instagram	illustrate	the	differences	in	their	social	world,	as	
well	as	the	differences	in	experiences	experienced	by	each	of	the	Xbank	Indonesia	Instagram	
followers. In Schutz’s view of phenomenology, the social world is something that is inter-
subjective in an experience that has meaning, in this case the meaning of action is identical 
to the motive underlying an action, Schutz in his phenomenological view describes a motive 
with two phases which is named in-order-to motive action, which refers to the future and 
because-motive, which refers to the past (Engkus 2009).

Every social being takes action based on encouragement from past experiences or a 
desire	for	the	future,	in	this	study	followers	follow	IG@X-bank.Indonesia,	namely	through	
motives	that	refer	to	the	past	(because-motive)	namely	survive,	religious,	find	out,	studying,	
bad experience, and referring to future motives (in-order-to motive), namely da’wah, moti-
vate, share experiences, following the hijrah, blessed sustenance, and out of usury. 

According to Schutz (Sarwono 2004), in reality everyone is oriented towards other peo-
ple in a certain way, and this way is the main factor that explains their behavior in dealing 
with other people. In addition, Schutz explained in the FIRO (Fundamental Orientation of 
Interpersonal Relationships) theory that the basic needs of individuals in individual relation-
ships with other individuals consist of three basic needs, namely Inclusion, Control and Ef-
fect, this theory was discovered in 1960 by William C. Schultz.

Artanti and Hartini (2019) in their research to comprehend the social transmission pro-
cess	 comprehensively	 and	 the	 factors	 that	 influence	 it.	 It	 is	 necessary	 to	 know	 the	 vari-
ables	that	influence	social	relations,	by	using	the	FIRO	theory	which	provides	some	practical	
findings.	Through	the	theory	of	FIRO	(Fundamental	Interpersonal	Relationship	Orientation),	
which	is	the	need	for	informants	or	inclusion	to	become	followers	of	IG@X-bank.indone-
sia, based on previous experience, informants want to enter and become part of followers, 
namely to share experiences of migration and da’wah. In addition, they also want to gain 
knowledge about life experiences and riba from other followers. For control needs, namely 
the	desire	of	 informants	 to	 share	experiences	before	and	after	becoming	 IG@X-bank.in-
donesia followers through posts and providing comments and opinions on posts that are 
deemed	appropriate	to	their	experiences.	In	terms	of	affection’s	needs,	informants	become	
followers	of	IG@X-bank.indonesia	because	they	want	to	share	thoughts	and	feelings	based	
on experiences as a form of social responsibility.

The needs are based on the experience of each of X-bank Indonesia’s followers. This 
gives	an	impetus	to	become	an	Instagram	follower	for	X-bank	Indonesia	where	in	the	IG@X-
bank.Indonesia account forms a communication pattern. The communication pattern is like 
a form or a bonding pattern of two or more people in the process of sending and receiving 
the right method so that the message interpreted can be understood (Djamarah and Bahri 
2004).

The	 use	 of	 communication	 patterns	 affects	 the	 effectiveness	 of	 the	 communication	
process in which there is an interaction between two or more people and forms a com-
munication	network.	There	are	five	types	of	communication	networks	or	patterns	of	human	
interaction, conveyed by Townsend (Stewart L and Sylvia 2005): 1) the wheel network, com-
munication centered only on the leader; 2) chain network, communication occurs only to 
group members who are beside it; 3) Y network, the communication that occurs is similar 
to a chain network, which can only communicate with one member only; 4) circle network, 
communication can be done with two people on the right and left but cannot communicate 
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with group members in front of them; and 5) all channels, communication is open to every 
group member in it (Briliana and Destiwati 2019). The type of network or communication 
pattern of the X-bank Indonesia community on Instagram is a pattern of all channels, open 
communication where each member can communicate with all other members. This concept 
of	communication	model	from	IG@X-bank.indonesia	illustrates	a	transactional	communica-
tion	model.	In	the	process	of	communicating	with	IG@X-bank.indonesia,	the	admin	gives	
messages through posts received by followers, as well as followers delivering messages to 
the admin and other followers.

The communication pattern that occurs in the X-bank Indonesia Instagram account, 
the	main	goal	of	followers	to	follow	the	IG@X-bank.indonesia	account	is	to	get	guidance	
on paths according to religious guidance, by sharing da’wah life experiences, one of which 
is becoming an entrepreneur. According to Mulyandi and Puspitasari (2018) the desire to 
be entrepreneurial is a skill to dare to meet the needs of life and handle problems in life, 
promote business or produce new businesses with the power that is in oneself. In other 
words,	the	desire	for	entrepreneurship	can	be	interpreted	as	someone	who	makes	efforts	to	
improve	his	life.	Some	of	X-bank	Indonesia’s	Instagram	followers	after	moving	from	finan-
cial institutions, apart from preaching, are also interested in running entrepreneurship as a 
livelihood.

METHODOLOGY
Researchers used a qualitative method with a phenomenological approach in present-

ing the descriptive analysis. Qualitative research methods contain the understanding that 
qualitative research does not use evidence based on mathematical logic, number principles, 
or statistical methods. The purpose of qualitative research is to maintain the form and con-
tent of human behavior and analyze its quality, rather than turning it into a quantitative 
entity (Mulyana 2003). 

Phenological studies are used in this research to study everything that appears in ex-
perience, how to experience things, and the meaning they have in our experience (Engkus 
2009). The researcher attempts to describe the communication patterns of the X-bank com-
munity in creating an entrepreneurial culture. Through a qualitative approach, the purpose 
of	the	research	basically	rests	on	the	effort	to	observe,	collect,	analyze,	and	interpret	data	
regarding the communication patterns of the X-bank community in creating an entrepre-
neur culture.

The constructivist paradigm is used in this study. The constructivist paradigm is the 
antithesis of understanding by using observation and objectivity in discovering a reality or 
science. This paradigm sees social science as a systematic analysis with direct and detailed 
knowledge of the social actors who create, maintain and manage their social world (Hidayat 
2003). Research informants are research subjects or people providing information about 
the situation and background conditions of the research, namely: Chairman of X-Bank with 
El Chandra, Public Relations with Nopan Nopiandi, Chairman of X-Bank Jabodetabek with 
Robby Andria, which has the most regional community members among other regions. in 
Indonesia,	three	X-Bank	followers	who	have	resigned	from	financial	institutions	and	become	
entrepreneurs,	two	X-bank	followers	who	are	still	active	in	financial	institutions,	two	X-bank	
followers	with	background	work	outside	of	financial	institutions.

Data	collection	was	carried	out	by	observation	in	the	field	and	through	techniques	rel-
evant to the phenomenon being studied. Primary data used in this study is interviews, while 
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secondary data is obtained through literature and documentation.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Based on the results of observations and interviews with key informants and research 

support	informants,	the	researcher	divided	into	3	types	of	followers	of	IG@X-bank.Indone-
sia.	First,	fighter	followers,	namely	followers	who	have	resigned	from	banking.	Second,	or-
dinary followers, namely followers who are still working in banking. And third, common fol-
lowers, namely followers with backgrounds outside of banking. The three types above have 
a	motive	 in	 following	the	 IG	@	X-bank.Indonesia	account.	Their	motives	are	twofold,	 the	
first	is	past	and	future	motives.	The	actions	a	person	does	usually	have	reasons	in	their	past.	
While the motive is a motive related to future actions, where the actions taken by someone 
have predetermined goals. Should an action taken by a person who has a predetermined 
purpose.	The	motive	of	followers	in	following	IG@X-bank.Indonesia	refers	to	the	3	typifica-
tion	categories	of	IG@X-bank.indonesia	followers	in	this	study.

In	this	study,	the	researcher	found	a	motive	due	to	the	followers	of	IG@X-bank.indo-
nesia based on the experiences of X-bank followers. Some of the informants, in this case X-
bank’s	followers,	have	backgrounds	as	former	banking	employees	and	employees	of	finan-
cial institutions. They found a mismatch between the company’s system and the beliefs of 
employees	of	these	banks	and	financial	institutions.	These	IG@X-bank.indonesia	followers	
finally	decided	to	survive	outside	of	banking	or	financial	institutions	by	finding	a	different	
livelihood than before. This motive raises awareness of living in accordance with religious 
guidance, seeking lawful sustenance in accordance with muamalah (religious) jurisprudence.

There are some followers who want to know the experiences of former banking and 
financial	 institution	 employees	 after	 leaving	 the	 financial	 institution	 (find	out),	 also	want	
to study (studying) the problem of usury. Researchers also found that followers who have 
experience	outside	financial	institutions	have	a	motive	to	follow	the	IG@X-bank.indonesia	
account because they have bad experiences about the banking system and want to gain 
knowledge (studying) about banking products that contain usury, and also want to know 
regarding solutions to run a business in accordance with “fiqh” in accordance with the expe-
rience of bank employees who resign and survive as entrepreneurs.

The next motive is the motive for (in order to motives). There is an obligation to preach 
(da’wah) to convey usury and run a business according to “fiqh muamalah” conveying expe-
riences	(share	experiences)	of	migrating	and	entrepreneurial	experiences	in	the	IG@X-bank.
indonesia account provides motivation (motivate). The motive to strengthen the heart fol-
lowed in the footsteps of the followers who had moved to look for blessed sustenance. The 
motive for getting knowledge, the solution to get out of the trap of usury, and the motive 
for	avoiding	usury.	In	accordance	with	the	3	typification	categories	of	IG@X-bank.indonesia	
followers,	researchers	got	the	same	motive	based	on	the	typification	category.	First,	fighter	
followers.	Followers	in	this	typification	are	followers	who	have	resigned	from	banking	or	fi-
nancial	institutions,	where	they	survive	outside	of	banking	or	financial	institutions	by	having	
a	different	life	and	livelihood	than	before.	The	desire	to	leave	a	financial	institution	is	due	
to a system mismatch that is believed to be incompatible with religious teachings because 
it contains usury and is not in accordance with “muamalah fiqh”, so that there is an aware-
ness of living according to religious guidance and seeking lawful sustenance according to 
“muamalah fiqh. Based on this experience, there is a sense of having an obligation to preach 
to share his experiences” of “hijrah” and provide motivation in running a business in accor-
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dance with “muamala” jurisprudence.

The following is a summary of the explanation chart above:

Figure 1. Fighter Followers’ motive to follow IG @ X-bank.Indonesia account

Second, the ordinary followers, namely followers who are still working in banking. With 
the	motive	of	wanting	to	know	the	experiences	of	former	banking	and	financial	institution	
employees	after	leaving	the	financial	institution,	they	also	want	to	know	about	the	problem	
of	usury	and	the	prohibition	of	working	in	financial	institutions	in	the	hope	of	strengthening	
their hearts following in the footsteps of followers who have migrated to seek halal suste-
nance. The following is a summary of the explanation chart above:

Figure 2. Ordinary Followers’ motive to follow the IG @ X-bank.Indonesia account

Third, common followers. In this type, followers have a background outside of bank-
ing	and	financial	institutions	because	they	have	unpleasant	experiences	with	the	banking	
system and want to gain knowledge about banking products that contain usury, and also 
want to know about solutions to run a business according to “fiqh” in accordance with the 
experience of resigned bank employees. and survive as an entrepreneur. With a motive to 
gain knowledge, a solution to get out of the trap of usury, and a motive to avoid usury. The 
following is a summary of the explanation chart above:

Figure 3. Ordinary Followers’ motive to follow the IG @ X-bank.Indonesia account

Researchers are also looking for experiences before and after becoming followers of 
@X-bank.Indonesia.	The	 researcher	describes	 the	FIRO	 (Fundamental	 Interpersonal	Rela-
tions Orientation) theory as the basis for explaining how an individual enters a group. To see 
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the	action	of	group	communication	in	the	social	influence	process,	the	researcher	describes	
it	using	the	Simplified	Model	of	Social	Influence	Processes	theory	by	Charles	Pavitt.	

Researchers	found	that	the	type	of	fighter	follower	based	on	motive	as	well	as	experi-
ence	before	and	after	participating	in	IG	@X-bank.indonesia	has	a	need	for	interpersonal	
affection	so	that	in	the	communication	process	it	is	in	the	compliance	process.	Followers	of	
ordinary	type	have	interpersonal	control	needs	in	following	the	IG@X-bank.Indonesia	ac-
count in the process. The communication in it is in the comparison process, while the com-
mon followers have the need for interpersonal inclusion and the communication process in 
the	social	influence	is	in	the	argumentation	process,	it	can	be	seen	in	the	following	tabl	1.:

In	the	process,	IG@X-bank.indonesia	communication	is	influenced	by	the	typification,	
motive and experience of followers where there are three interpersonal needs: inclusion, 
control	and	affection.	Then,	group	communication	occurs	 in	 the	 social	 influence	process	
where	there	are	three	social	influence	processes	in	it,	namely	compliance,	comparison	and	
argument.	Each	of	the	followers	tips	plays	a	role	in	the	communication	within	IG@X-bank.
indonesia in accordance with the motives they have and their interpersonal needs to be-
come followers which become the basis for communication actions in the communication 
process	of	social	influence	on.

Tabel 1. Comparison Among Followers Typification
Follower 
typification

Motive Followers Experience in the com-
munity

Because In order to Interpersonal
needs

Communication
Proses 

Fighter Religious, 
Survive, 

Active followers 

Dakwah, 
Motivate, 

Share 
experiences 

about 
entrepreneurship

Affection Obedience

Ordinary Find out about 
hijrah and 

entrepreneur, 
Studying Riba, 
Pasif Followers

following the 
hijrah, 

Blessed 
sustenance 

Control Comparison

Common Bad experience,  
Studying	“fiqh”	

Muamalah,  
Active Followers

Out of usury,  
Blessed 

sustenance,  
sharing 

experiences

Inclusion Argumentation

Fighter followers who have motives because religious, survive and actively convey their 
messages in accordance with the order to motive, namely preaching, motivating and sharing 
experience which is conveyed to ordinary followers and common followers with feedback 
following the footsteps of moving, leaving, and avoiding usury as well as looking for halal 
sustenance, the concept of this communication model is transactional, where these types 
can be an encoder or a decoder.
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In this research, entrepreneurship is the ability to dare to meet the needs of life and 
solve life’s problems, promote business or create new businesses with one’s own strength, 
understanding based on experience with followers and the typical world together, where in 
the end followers adjust themselves into the business world to improve the quality of life.

Townsend (in Tubbs and Moss 2005: 90) talks about communication networks or what 
is	referred	to	as	patterns	of	human	interaction.	There	are	five	types	of	networks	or	commu-
nication patterns, including types of networks or communication patterns, namely chains, 
wheels,	Y,	circles	and	all	channels.	Based	on	the	concept	of	the	IG@X-bank.indonesia	com-
munication model, the type of network or communication pattern of the X-bank Indonesia 
community on Instagram is a pattern of all work-based channels, all channels in open com-
munication, where each follower can communicate with other followers.

CONCLUSION
Based on the results of research on community communication patterns on social me-

dia in creating entrepreneurial interest, it can be seen from the phenomenology study of 
x-bank	followers	on	Instagram	that	the	typifications	of	followers	of	IG@Xbank.Indonesia	in	
this study are Fighter Followers (Followers who have resigned from banking), Ordinary. Fol-
lowers (Followers who are still working in banking), and Common Followers (Followers with 
backgrounds	outside	banking).	The	motives	of	followers	to	follow	IG@X-bank.Indonesia	are	
through motives that refer to the past and the future. 

Motives	that	refer	to	the	past	or	because	motive,	consist	of	survival,	religious,	find	out,	
study, and bad experiences. Future motives or in-order-to motive, consist of da’wah, mo-
tivating, sharing experiences, following the “hijrah,” blessed sustenance, and out of usury. 
The	experience	of	followers	before	and	after	joining	the	IG	@	X-bank.Indonesia	account	is	
described	by	FIRO	theory	(Fundamental	Interpersonal	Relation	Orientation),	and	Simplified	
Model	of	Social	Influence	Processes.	

The	type	of	fighter	follower	based	on	the	motive	of	experience	before	and	after	partici-
pating	in	IG@X-bank.indonesia	has	a	need	for	interpersonal	affection	so	that	the	commu-
nication process is in the process of compliance. Followers in ordinary types have interper-
sonal	control	needs	 in	following	the	 IG@X-bank.Indonesia	account.	Meanwhile,	common	
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followers	have	a	need	for	interpersonal	inclusion.	The	communication	process	in	social	influ-
ence is in the process of argumentation. 

The	concept	of	this	communication	model	from	IG@X-bank.Indonesia	describes	trans-
actional communication and the communication pattern of the X-bank Indonesia commu-
nity	on	Instagram	is	a	pattern	of	all	work-based	channels.	In	the	process,	IG@X-bank.indo-
nesia	communication	is	influenced	by	typification,	motives,	and	experiences	of	followers	in	
which	there	are	three	needs	for	interpersonal:	inclusion,	control,	and	affection,	then	group	
communication	occurs	in	the	social	influence	process	where	there	are	three	social	influence	
processes in it, namely compliance, comparison, and argumentation. The three types of fol-
lowers,	namely	fighter	followers,	ordinary	followers,	and	common	followers	can	communi-
cate with each other openly.
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